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and slogan, provided clear signage 
and connected the three zones. Light 
from illuminated display cases and 
product description panels, referred 
to by Arno Design as ‘symbolic rays 
of light’, guided visitors through the 
stand towards the central lounge area. 
Selected products were showcased 
in container-sized rooms called 
‘experience worlds’ which were 
accessed from the lounge. The digital 
lamp control Xitec was presented in 
one such space emblazoned with the 
slogan ‘Bright Ideas’. Depending on 
the visitor’s movements, floor sensors 
triggered luminous rows of blinking 
lights that spelt out texts, or a monitor 
showed an applauding audience. The 
Talexx lighting solution was showcased 
in another experience world under the 
slogan, ‘Switch’, and was accompanied 
by a bold graphic of a smiley face 

and screenings of informative short 
films. The ‘Ecolution’ presentation 
brought the company’s environmental 
credentials to the attention of visitors. 
It featured a waterfall, screens showing 
clips focusing on conservation and 
plants set with small monitors, on 
which key ecological terms appeared. 
 
Arno Design is located in Munich, 
Germany. The firm, founded in 1994, 
designs and realises trade fair stands, 
showrooms and shops worldwide. 
Efficiency and ecology are keywords 
in every concept. Managed by Peter 
Haberlander, Mirka Nassiri and Claus 
Neuleib, Arno Design is one of the six 
companies that make up the Arno Group. 

For Light + Building 2008 in 
Frankfurt, Tridonic.Atco, a leading 
manufacturer of intelligent lighting 
solutions, wanted its products to 
be presented in a way that would 
maximise technical and emotional 
impact. The team of Arno Design, 
lead by Dagmar Schreiner, divided 
the stand into a product world, an 
experience world and a lounge. A 
huge banner stretching over the 
stand, printed with the firm’s logo 

Positioned beneath the swirling branded banner, the central lounge area, completed with Moroso chairs, was the hub of the stand. Visitors moved on from the lounge to enter the illuminated ‘experience worlds’.

Display walls in the form of symbolic rays of light formed the product world.

The ‘Ecolution’ cube, with its fresh foliage and green elements, included integrated media screens on which key ecological messages were presented.

Within the three container-like rooms, visitor experiences were based on interaction, multimedia and emotion.
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